Recovering natural illumination from a single LowDynamic Range (LDR) image is a challenging task. To remedy this situation we exploit two properties often found in everyday images. First, images rarely show a single material, but rather multiple ones that all reflect the same illumination. However, the appearance of each material is observed only for some surface orientations, not all. Second, parts of the illumination are often directly observed in the background, without being affected by reflection. Typically, this directly observed part of the illumination is even smaller. We propose a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that combines prior knowledge about the statistics of illumination and reflectance with an input that makes explicit use of these two observations. Our approach maps multiple partial LDR material observations represented as reflectance maps and a background image to a spherical High-Dynamic Range (HDR) illumination map. For training and testing we propose a new data set comprising of synthetic and real images with multiple materials observed under the same illumination. Qualitative and quantitative evidence shows how both multi-material and using a background are essential to improve illumination estimations.
Introduction
Observing a single image, how precisely can we retrieve the omni-directional, incoming illumination under which its foreground objects were photographed (i.e. the environment map)? Intuitively, two partial and imperfect sources of information are available: the light reflected from the visible surfaces and the directly observed background. We believe to be the first to demonstrate how deep learning can be used to combine these cues to resolve a natural estimate of the full illumination. Fig. 1 gives a preview.
Traditionally, acquiring the HDR illumination requires placing a mirror ball (light probe) into the scene and capturing images with multiple exposure steps, followed by special post-processing [8] . This is a time-consuming and expensive process known only by experts and is also not an option for already existing footage or dynamic scenes. We drastically reduce the acquisition effort by taking a single LDR photo. Deep learning allows our method to use everyday objects -i.e. far-from-perfect-mirrors both in terms of shape and materials -to act as light probes (cf. the Dino in Fig. 1 ). This is a challenging task due to the many factors affecting how impinging illumination is turned into object appearance. First, the albedo is unknown, and thus surfaces might e.g. appear green because the illumination is green or the albedo is. Next, there is more to reflection than a scalar albedo: light coming from multiple directions may be reflected to different degrees in the direction of the camera, thus further increasing the ambiguity. Finally, the illumination information needs be retrieved in HDR to be of practical use, even if the typical sensor only takes LDR images.
In order to computationally solve this challenge, we exploit the two pieces of information most readily available to us. First, we use the way in which the different materials covering the foreground objects reflect the illumination from the environment. Second, behind the foreground objects we typically observe part of the environment directly as the image's background. These two sources of information tend to provide complementary information about the environment, as it is mainly the part not visible as image background that is reflected by the objects.
As to the reflection by the foreground objects, they rarely are made of a single material. For instance, the example in Fig. 1 shows three materials. Each material reflects the same illumination with a different and unknown Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). In practice only a subset of all surface normal orientations are visible for each material, and the estimates of these orientations are noisy. We assume the mapping between surface orientations and appearance (i.e. a reflectance map in the sense of [16] ) to be known. This can be achieved, either by aligning an existing 3D model to the image, by the use of depth sensors, by extracting per-pixel normals using CNNs [11, 42, 22] or directly, also by means of deep learning [33] . We have designed our system to work with reflectance maps -not an image directly -as input, as to be able to work with all the aforementioned acquisition modalities.
As second piece of information, we exploit parts of the illumination that are often directly visible in the background. While the background is not convolved with a BRDF, it is only a fraction of the full sphere for typical fields-of-view and it is often subject to depth-of-field blur.
We train a deep CNN that combines prior knowledge about the statistics of illumination and reflectance. We also propose a new data set of synthetic and real images consisting of multiple materials under the same illumination. Our CNN observes the LDR appearance of multiple materials represented as reflectance maps, as well as a background image, to produce a full-sphere HDR illumination map.
Previous work
Object appearance is the result of an intriguing jigsaw puzzle of unknown illumination, material reflectance, and shape. Decomposing it back into these intrinsic properties is far from trivial [3] . Typically, one or two of the intrinsic properties are assumed to be known and the remaining one is estimated. In this work, we focus on splitting materials and illumination when the partial reflectance maps of multiple materials seen under the same illumination plus a background image are known. Such an input is very typical in most images, yet not so often studied in the literature.
Key to this decomposition into intrinsic properties is to have a good understanding of their natural statistics. Databases of material reflectance [6, 27, 4] and environmental illumination [7, 10] allow the community to make some first attempts. Yet, exploiting them in practical decompositions remains challenging. Reflectance maps Reflectance maps [16] assigned appearance to a surface orientation for a given scene, thus combining surface reflectance and illumination. Reflectance maps can be extracted from image collections [15] , from a known class [32] , or using a CNN [33] . In computer graphics, reflectance maps are used to transfer and manipulate appearance of photo-realistic or artistic "lit spheres" [39] or "MatCaps" [35] . Khan [19] made diffuse objects in a photo appear specular or transparent using image manipulations of the image background that require manual intervention. Factoring illumination Classic intrinsic images factor an image into shading and reflectance [3] . Larger-scale acquisition of reflectance [27] and illumination [7] have allowed to compute their statistics [10] helping to better solve inverse and synthesis problems. Nevertheless, intrinsic images typically assume diffuse reflectance. Surprisingly, humans do best in recognition of material, shape and illumination on complex geometry, not on plain spheres [41] . As will be shown in Sec. 6, our approach indeed shows the same behavior when presented heterogeneous input, which we explicitly target in this work.
Recently, separating material reflectance (henceforth simply referred to as 'material') and illumination was addressed by Lombardi and Nishino [24] as well as Johnson and Adelson [17] . They present different optimization approaches that allow for high-quality estimation of one component if at least one other component is known and remains the same across the image. Instead, we assume that the object is made of multiple materials, that it can be segmented into its different materials as well as from the background, and that the reflectance maps of all materials can be extracted.
Barron and Malik [2] decompose shaded images into shape, reflectance and illumination, but only for scalar reflectance, i.e. diffuse albedo, and for limited illumination frequencies. Recently Richter et al. [34] first estimate a diffuse reflectance map represented in spherical harmonics (SH) using approximate normals and then refine the normal map using the reflectance map as a guide. SH are only suitable to represent low-frequency illumination, while our illumination maps reproduce fine details.
We address a problem more general than the one of Lombardi and Nishino [24] : they consider a sphere with a single, unknown material on the surface (homogeneous surface reflectance) observed under some unknown natural illumination. As noted in [21, 46, 25] multiple materials help to estimate materials under a single point light source. In this paper, we ask how multiple materials, instead of a single one, under the same non-point light illumination can help a deep architecture to reason about the lighting. We also work on partial observations, as in most real applications it is not likely to observe all normals for all materials, but only partial reflectance maps derived from a subset of all normals.
Lombardi and Nishino [26] have used (HDR) RGBZ images to acquire shape, reflectance and illumination using an optimization-based framework that includes illumination statistics as a prior. We show how HDR illumination can be directly estimated from LDR images of scenes with multiple materials, using deep learning. The work of [14] used deep networks to infer illumination and reflectance, but their input required to be a single material full HDR/LDR reflectance map. Our framework can handle multiple materials with sparse LDR reflectance maps. Barron et al. [1] made use of similar data to resolve spatially-varying, local illumination. While ours is spatially invariant (distant), we can extract it both with more details, in HDR and from non-diffuse surfaces. In general, previous works have considered HDR input [24] , which implies the capture of multiple exposures per image making the capturing process rather impractical, or produced only parametric illumination maps [36, 37] .
Earlier work has also made use of cues that we did not consider, as they may only be available in some scenes, such as shadows [38] . Lalonde et al. [20] have shown how to fit a parametric sky model to a 2D image, but cannot reproduce details such as buildings and trees and exclude non-sky, i.e. indoor settings. Karsch et al. [18] automatically inferred illumination maps by selecting a mix of nearest neighbors (NN) from a database of illumination maps that can best explain the image assuming diffuse reflectance and normals have been estimated. They demonstrate diffuse relighting but specular materials, that reveal details of a reflection, hardly agree with the input image as seen in our results section. As their data set of illuminations is not publicly available, we have compared to a nearest-neighbor approach based on our own data set of such maps.
Deep learning CNNs have been used for depth [12, 22, 23] and normal estimation [11, 42, 22] , as well as intrinsic image decomposition [29, 45] and diffuse illumination estimation [28] . In contrast, we do not estimate geometry, but seek to find detailed non-point light illumination. In addition, our data set contains the combination of HDR illumination maps, specular materials and images, which is not well represented in prior recordings (e.g. typically assuming diffuse surfaces [29, 45] ).
As reflection has similarities to a convolution of illumination and BRDF [31] , we also note that deep learning is successful in typical de-convolution tasks, such as superresolution [9] and removing camera [44] or motion [40] blur. Differently, our de-convolution operates in the spherical illumination domain, with statistics different from images [10] and a kernel typically not found in images: the BRDF.
Overview
We formulate our problem as learning a mapping from n mat partial reflectance maps [16] and a background image to a single consensual illumination map. In particular, we never extract illumination directly from images, but indirectly from reflectance maps. We assume the reflectance maps were extracted using previous work [11, 42, 22, 33] . In our data sets we rely on manually aligned and selected geometry to analyze the limits of what reflectance map decomposition can do and we do not consider the error introduced by the estimated reflectance map itself.
A reflectance map L o (ω) represents the appearance of an object of a homogeneous material under a specific illumination. Under the assumptions of (i) a distant viewer, (ii) distant illumination, (iii) in the absence of inter-reflections or shadows (convex object) and (iv) a homogeneous material, the appearance depends only on the surface orientation ω in camera space and can be approximated as a convolution of illumination and BRDF [31] . The full set of orientations in R 3 is called the 3D Gauss sphere Ω (the full circle in Fig. 2) . Note, that only at most half of the orientations in R 3 are visible in camera space, i.e. the ones facing into the direction of the camera. This defines the positive Gauss sphere Ω + (the brown halfcircle in Fig. 2 ). Also note, that due to the laws of reflections, surfaces oriented towards the viewer also expose illumination coming from behind the camera. The ideal case is a one-material spherical object, that completely contains all observable normals. When its surface behaves like a perfect mirror, that is even better. Then a direct (but partial) illumination map is directly observable. In practice, we only observe some orientations for some materials and other orientations for other materials. Sometimes, multiple materials are observed for one orientation, but it also happens that for some orientations, no material might be observed at all. Moreover, the materials tend to come with a substantially diffuse component in their reflectance, thus smearing out information about the illumination map. In Fig. 2 , the brown part shows the half-sphere of the reflectance map and the yellow part within shows the object normals actually observed in the image, for the example object in the figure.
A second piece of input comes from the background. The visible part of the background in the image shows another part of the illumination, this time from the negative half sphere. In Fig. 2 , the visible part of the image background is shown in blue, the rest -occluded by the foreground -in red.
The illumination L i (ω) we will infer from both these inputs covers the full sphere of orientations Ω (the full circle in Fig. 2 ). Other than the reflectance map, it typically is defined in world space as it does not change when the viewer's pose changes. For the actual computations, both the input (partial reflectance maps and partial background) and the output (illumination) are represented as two-dimensional images using a lattitude-longitude parametrization.
The mapping f := L o → L i we seek to find is represented using a deep CNN. We propose a network that combines multiple convolutional stages -one for each reflectance map, that share weights, and another one for the background -with a joint de-convolutional stage that consolidates the information into a detailed estimate of the illumination.
The training data consists of tuples of reflectance maps l o with a single background image that together form the domain and a corresponding illumination l i that is the range of the mapping learned. We have synthesized a large number of reflection maps of random objects under a random view, with a random material reflectance and random illumination.
We now describe our new data set in Sec. 4 before proceeding to show how it is used for training in Sec. 5.
Dataset
Our data set consists of synthetic training and testing data (Sec. 4.1) and a manually-acquired set of test images of real objects captured under real illumination (Sec. 4.2). Upon publication, the data set will be made available. 
Synthetic data
We now explain how to synthesize train and test data. Rendering Images are rendered at a resolution of 512 × 512 using variations of geometry, illumination, materials and views. The geometry is a random object from the ShapeNet [13] class "car". Later, we show results of our pipeline for both cars and on other shapes though (e.g. Fig. 1) . As large 3D shape datasets from the Internet do not come with a consistent segmentation into materials, we perform a simple image segmentation after rasterization. To this end, we perform k-means clustering (k = n mat ) based on positions and normals, both weighted equally and scaled to the range (−1, 1), to divide the shapes into three regions, to be covered with three different 'materials'. Per-pixel colors are computed using direct (no global illumination and shadows) image-based illumination [8] . We also store per-pixel ground-truth positions and normals. As materials we used the 100 BRDF samples from MERL database [27] . The illumination is randomly selected from a set of 105 publicly available HDR illumination maps that we have collected. The views are sampled randomly over the sphere, with a fixed field-of-view of 30 degrees. Synthetic examples can be seen at the first two columns of Fig. 3 .
Extracting reflectance maps
The pixel j in the reflectance map of material i is produced by averaging all pixels with material i and orientation ω j . The final reflectance maps contain 128 × 128 pixels. These are typically partial with sometimes as little as 10% of all normals observed. Background extraction The background is easily identified for these synthetic cases, by detecting all pixels where the geometry did not project to. To make the network aware of depth-of-field found in practice, the masked background is filtered with a 2D Gaussian smoothing kernel (σ = 2). Building tuples To test our approach with material tuples of arbitrary size n mat while rendering and capturing images, either made of a single material (n mat = 1) or exactly three materials (n mat = 3), we simply combine n mat random reflectance maps extracted from images with a single material. Splitting For the single-material case, from the 60 k synthetic images generated, 54 k are used for training and 6 k for testing. Note that, no illumination map is shared between the two sets -94 for training and 11 for testing randomly generated once. For the multi-material case, we used the same protocol as before (identical sets) but this time instead of rendering different car models under the same illumination we render a different part of the same car model (Fig. 3). 
Real data
While training can be done on massive synthetic data, the network ultimately is to be tested on real images. To this end, we acquired photographs of both single-material as well as multi-material objects with known geometry under natural illumination which we also captured in HDR (reference).
All images in this set -112 in total -were used for testing and never for training. Moreover, all 3D models, materials and illuminations in this set are unknown to the train set. Capture The images are recorded with a common DSLR LDR sensor at a resolution of 20 M pixels and consequently re-scaled to match the training data. For each image, we acquired the illumination map using an HDR image of a spherical mirror. Three variants were acquired: spheres, singlematerial objects and multi-material objects. For the singlematerial case, 84 images were taken, showing 6 spheres and 6 toy cars with different materials each and placed under 7 different illuminations. The multi-material data comprises ... Figure 4 . CNN architecture of our approach (from left to right). First, the background image is encoded using one independent sub-network (blue). Next, each partial reflectance map is encoded using nmat de-reflection sub-networks that share parameters(blue). Finally, these two sources of information are fused in a de-convolution network (orange). Here, information from all levels of the partial reflectance maps is included (violet) as well as the global encoding of the background (green). Details of each sub-network are discussed in the text and in Fig. 5 .
of 30 images, showing 6 different objects (4 cars and 2 non-cars), each painted with 3 materials, captured under 9 different illuminations (6 and 3 respectively). Some materials repeat, as overall 12 different materials were used. Extracting reflectance maps and background From all images, reflectance maps are extracted in the same way as for the synthetic images. Per-pixel normals are produced using virtual replica geometry from online repositories or scanned using a structured-light scanner. These models were manually aligned to the 2D images. Material and background segmentation was also done manually for all images.
Network Architecture
Our network consists of three parts (Fig. 4) -some of them identical in structure and some sharing weights. First, there is a convolutional background network. Second, n mat convolutional de-reflection networks that share parameters but run on the reflectance maps of different materials. Third, a final de-convolutional fusion network takes as input intermediate stages as well as end results from all reflectance nets, together with the result of the background net, to produce the HDR illumination map as an output. All parts are trained jointly end-to-end using an L1 loss on the illumination samples, after applying the natural logarithm and converting them to CIE Lab space. We have experimentally found that these choices nicely balance between learning the dynamic range and the color distribution of the illumination map.
Background network Input to the background network (blue part in Fig. 4, a) is an LDR background image in full resolution i.e. 128×128 converted to CIE Lab space. The output is a single, spatially coarse encoding of resolution 4×4. The reduction in spatial resolution is performed as detailed in Fig. 5 , left. Only the final output of the encoding step will later contribute to the fusion (Fig. 4, d) .
De-reflection network The de-reflection network (blue parts in Fig. 4, b) consumes partial, LDR illumination maps also converted to CIE Lab space, where undefined pixels are set to black. It has the same structure as the background network. It starts with the full, initial reflectance map at a resolution of 128×128 and reduces to a spatial resolution of 4×4. We can support an arbitrary, but known and fixed number of materials n mat , as the network needs to be trained for a specific number. In any case, the de-reflection networks are trained with shared parameters (siamese architecture; locks in Fig. 4) . We want each of these networks to perform the same operations and do not come in a particular order.
Fusion network The fusion network (Fig. 4, e) combines the information from the background and the de-reflection network. The first source of information are the intermediate representations from the reflectance maps (violet, Fig. 4 , c). They are combined using plain averaging with equal weights. This is done at each scale of the de-reflection, respectively, at each level of the fusion. The second source of information is the background (green in Fig. 4, d) . Here, only a single, spatial level is considered, i.e. that of its output. This encoding is concatenated with the average of the encodings from all reflectance maps on the coarsest level (i.e. their spatial resolution matches). Result of this subnetwork is the final 64×64 HDR illumination map (Fig. 5) .
The receptive field of consecutive convolutional or deconvolutional filters is 3 × 3 pixels whereas for max pooling filters it is 2 × 2 pixels. We train this network for 100 epochs using MatConvNet with n mat = 3.
Results
In this section we present both quantitative results (Sec. 6.1) that compare different variants or alternative approaches in terms of numbers as well as qualitative results (Sec. 6.2) showing possible applications.
Evaluation
We quantify to which extent our approach can acquire HDR illumination from LDR photos. As evaluation metric we use the perceptualized DSSIM [43] (less is better). This metric captures the structural similarity between images [29, 33, 30, 5] , that is of particular importance when the environment's reflection is visible in a specular surface, such as the ones we target in this paper.
Model variants and baselines The results of different variants of our approach and baseline methods are presented in terms of performance (Table 1 ) and visual quality (Fig. 6 ):
• SINGLET uses only a single reflectance map, i.e. our dereflection network with n mat = 1, but without background.
• SINGLET+BG also uses a single reflectance map, as before, but includes the background network too.
• BEST-OF-SINGLETS executes the n mat = 1 de-reflectionplus-background network for each singlet of a triplet individually and then chooses the result closest to the reference by an oracle (we mark all oracle methods in gray).
• NEAREST NEIGHBOR picks the nearest neighbor to ground-truth from the training data by an oracle so that the error is minimized. This is an upper bound on what any approach that can only retrieve environment maps from the training data can achieve.
• MASK-AWARE MEAN executes n mat = 1 de-reflectionplus-background network for each singlet of a triplet individually and then averages the predicted illumination maps based on the sparsity masks of the input reflectance maps.
• TRIPLET combines three reflectance maps via our dereflection network with n mat = 3, without background.
• TRIPLET+BG represents our full model that combines the de-reflection (with n mat = 3) and background network.
Quantitative results All variants are run on all subsets of our test set: synthetic and real, both single and multimaterial, for all objects. Results are summarized in Table 1 . For the synthetic cars, we see a consistent improvement by adding background information already for the SINGLETeven outperforming BEST-OF-SINGLETS. Across all experiments, there is consistent improvement from SINGLET to TRIPLET to TRIPLET+BG. TRIPLET+BG has consistently the best results -in particular outperforming the NEAR-EST NEIGHBOR, which indicates generalization beyond the training set environment maps as well as the hand-crafted fusion scheme MASK-AWARE MEAN. Overall, it is striking that performance for the multi-material case is very strong. This is appealing as it is closer to real scenarios. But it might also be counter-intuitive, as it seems to be the more challenging scenario involving multiple unknown materials with less observed orientations. In order to analyze this, we first observe that for SINGLET, moving from the single to the multi-material scenario does not affect performance much. We conclude that our method is robust to such sparser observation of normals. More interestingly, our best performance in multi-material scenario is only partially explained by exploiting the "easiest" material, which we see from BEST-OF-SINGLETS. The remaining margin to TRIPLET indicates that our model indeed exploits all 3 observations and that they contain complementary information.
Visual comparison Example outcomes of these experiments, are qualitatively shown in Fig. 6 . For tone-mapping, the .90-percentile is used to find a reference exposure value. We then apply the same tone-mapper with this authoritative exposure to all alternatives, including ours. Horizontally, we see that individual reflectance maps can indeed estimate illumination, but contradicting each other and somewhat far from the reference (columns labeled SINGLET in Fig. 6 ). Adding the BG information can improve color sometimes (columns +BG in Fig. 6 ). We also see that a nearest neighbor approach (column NN in Fig. 6 ) does not perform well, even if it was feasible. Proceeding with triplets (column TRIPLET in Fig. 6 ) gets closer to the true solution, but only adding the background (OUR in Fig. 6 ) results in the best prediction. We see that as the difficulty increases from spheres over singleand multi-material to complex shapes, the quality decreases while a plausible illumination is produced in all cases. Most importantly, the illumination can also be predicted from complex, non-car multi-material objects such as the dinosaur or pig geometry as seen in the last column. Please see the supplementary material for a complete visualization of all alternatives across the whole test data set.
Varying the number of materials In another line of experiments we look into variation of n mat in Table 2 . Here the number of input reflectance maps increases from 1 up to 5. In each case we include the background and run both on spheres and single-material cars, for which these data are available for n mat > 3. Specifically, we use the real singlets, that we combine into tuples of reflectance maps according to the protocol defined in Sec. 4. We see, that although we have not re-trained our network but rather copy the shared weights that were learned using n mat = 3 materials, our architecture does not only retain efficiency across an increasing number of materials in both cases, but in fact uses the mutual information to produce even an increase in quality. This is in agreement with observations that humans are better in factoring illumination, shape and reflectance from complex aggregates than for simple ones [41] .
Analyzing predicted dynamic range Finally, we have Table 1 . DSSIM error (less is better) for different variants (rows) when applied to different subsets of our test set (columns). The best alternative is shown in bold. Oracle analysis using ground-truth information are shown in gray. Variant images are seen in Fig. 6 . Table 1 . plotted the distribution of luminance over the test data set and compare it to the distribution of the illuminations we estimate in Fig. 7 . We see, that our approach reproduces the full-dynamic range of luminances although it operates using only LDR inputs. In the higher range however, we do not reproduce some brighter values found in the reference. This indicates, that our results are both favorable in structure as seen from Table 1 and Table 2 as well as according to more traditional measures such as log L1 or L2 norms. 
Qualitative
The visual quality is best assessed from Fig. 8 , that shows, from left to right, the complete input information (a, b), the intermediate stages (c), our result (d) and the ground-truth illumination map as reference (e). The difficulty increases vertically: Starting from spheres, we proceed to scenes that combine three single material objects over single objects with multiple materials to non-car shapes with multiple materials. This shows how non-car shapes at test time can predict illumination, despite training was done on cars and car parts. We see how the reflectance map information is partial and contradicting, but still it can be disambiguated and consolidated into a reasonable estimate of illumination as seen from comparing the two last columns.
To get an idea not only about the improvement but also about the effectiveness in a real application, we show how inserting a virtual object with a new material looks like when illumination is captured using our approach vs. a light probe (Fig. 9 ). In the traditional setup, as used in acquiring test data we encounter multiple exposures, (semi-automatic) image alignment, a mirror ball with known reflectance and geometry. In our approach we have an unknown object with unknown material and a single LDR image. Note how similar image and rendered results are. This is only possible when the HDR is correctly acquired. At the same time, a nearestneighbor oracle approach, that is a bound above anything achievable in practice already performs worse: The reflection alone is plausible, but far from the reference. Please see the supplemental video for more such applications.
Conclusion
We have shown an approach to estimate natural illumination in HDR when observing a shape with multiple, un-HDR P r o b e R e f e r e n c e Ou r s NN L DR p h o t o Figure 9 . Comparison of re-rendering using the reference, ours, and nearest neighbor for a specular material. Ours is more similar to the reference, while not requiring to acquire an HDR light probe.
known materials captured using an LDR sensor. We phrase the problem as a mapping from reflectance maps to illumination maps that can be learned by a suitable novel deep convolution-de-convolution architecture we propose. Training and evaluation is both made feasible thanks to a new data set combining both synthetic and acquired information.
Our approach has certain limitations. We assume the input to be a reflectance map. A joint network could combine the task of reflectance map and illumination estimation. The task of segmentation could be included in such an approach, eventually even improving segmentation performance. Another avenue could be to overcome limitations inherent to reflectance maps: Distant viewer, lighting, convex objects and homogeneous reflectance. A methodology such as proposed here -rendering massive data to train a deep architecture and acquiring a representative data set of real images for testingmight be applicable to such more general problems as well.
